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1 Introduction

Fascism: what is it and why does it get such a bad rap?

This thread is for information purposes only

2 Fascism itself is used as a pejorative and most, whether on the right or left, lack conception of Fascism’s origins. ‘Fascist’

is a curse word in much the same vain as Nazi.

3 Fascism is a much maligned ideology/philosophy which makes sense only when those origins are understood. Likewise,

the zeitgeist which prevailed at the time must also be understood, stripped down and thoroughly analyzed.

4 Whilst Fascism bears some similarities to National Socialism, they are really only close cousins.

5 The style of Fascism prevalent in the 1920s and 1930s is different from the ‘Fascism’ prevailing in the 2020s, and then it

must be distinguished from that which existed, or still exists, in most Third World countries.

6 Academia and media are most responsible in portraying Fascism as baleful and wicked, slandering and misrepresenting

Fascism to a broad and generally ignorant public.

7 Unlike Soviet Marxism which is godless, European Fascism is a Christian-centric, rational system of thought. Its cause

célèbre is a direct reaction to Jewish domination of the factors of production, predominantly capital.

8 State of the world

Just in the US, according to 2013 reports, 1% of Americans owned 40% of the nation’s wealth while the bottom 80% owned

7%. The top 10% owned 76% while the bottom 50% owned 1%.

9 The decade between 2003 and 2013 saw national wealth generated by American labor increase by about 20% - and yet, 

median household income lost 43% of its value. 
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So (rhetorically) where did that excess go?

10 2020 figures would be even more horrendous, but in 2014 alone 3.7 million credit cards were issued to subprime

borrowers – a third of the total.

11 Between 1977 and 2014, start-up businesses experienced a 70% drop. In 1980 around half of all American wealth came

from new start-ups and it now accounts for far less than 30%.

12 The US national debt sits at an astronomical $27 trillion, $83,236 for every person while unemployment sits at a grossly

inaccurate 12.6 million people, or 7.9% as of September 2020.

'ShadowStats’ puts the figure at 26.3%.

100 million people are statistically out of work.

13 In 2020, money creation alone has increased by about 64%. The final two weeks of November saw the most aggressive

money creation in history.

This all suggests a crisis in America’s economic system, made staggeringly worse in 2020.

14 Same sex marriage, pride parades, pedophilia, puberty blockers, drag queen story hour, diversity quotas and full-term

abortions have all been funded and promoted by elements hostile to Christian traditions and values.

And, of course, sex changes too.

15 Billionaire ‘Jennifer’ Pritzker is one such example.

16 Defund police, abolition of I.C.E., open borders, Green New Deal, Sanctuary Cities, no voter ID and Covid 19 - used to

steal elections and transition the West to neo-communism, aka Agenda 21/2030 – including forced vaccinations, have

poured fuel on a raging fire.

17 The above are literally all slush funds constructed to enrich the mega-rich. Meanwhile, the Green New Deal will cost

taxpayers $96 trillion, while the same politicians haggle over $600 stimulus checks.

18 Broader critique of Fascism

The level of debate in all Western universities has hit rock bottom. They serve as repositories for Marxism and to call

one-self a Marxist is considered a ‘badge of honor.’

19 What they won’t tell you is that Marx was both a quintessential Talmudist and a quintessential Jewish revolutionary, and

as such he proposed one of the most influential Messiahs in Jewish history: communism.

20 You can be a Maoist, a Stalinist, a Leninist, but say you’re a Fascist and you will soon find yourself in a fist fight.



21 Fascism may have produced far less corpses than communism, the numbers of which could fill the Gobi Desert, but raw

numbers don’t seem to count.

It’s the type of corpses produced that matter.

22 In the 1930s the ruling class hated Fascism, hated Mussolini, but they adored Stalin. Look at the posters from that era:

Soviet soldiers with a big smile and a caption that says: ‘this man is your friend, he fights for freedom.’

23 The NYT repeatedly tried to cover up Stalin’s crimes but the Soviet-friendly publisher, in the end, reluctantly succumbed:

Stalin’s crimes were simply too monstrous.

24 Fascism is never judged fairly, not when academia and all forms of media preside over which issues are worthy of

debate, which arguments are acceptable and which talking heads are given exposure.

25 Minds can seldom be changed: liberal hacks, though increasingly conservative hacks, all with millions of followers are

equally guilty of ignorance. Though more likely, of currying favor. Retaining followers, income streams and platforms beats

the truth in almost all cases.

26 The definition of words is constantly changing: Fascism is one such word. Prior to 1951, Fascism was defined as Italian

nationalists opposed to Bolshevism. Now it is strong autocratic or dictatorial rule.

27 This is done to favor the left side of politics and it is no coincidence that 96% of the world’s media is Jewish-owned.

28 Nowadays the standard fare includes:

The melding of state and corporate power

Suppression of workers’ rights

Sexism and inequality

Censorship

Police brutality

Anti-democracy

29 These all exist to deride the concept of Fascism and to then hurl accusations at leaders like Donald Trump.

30 Incredibly, many cite the Founding Fathers as libertarians, but there was no conception of individual liberty that existed

over two centuries ago. The collective outweighed individualism. Being free wasn’t the same as indulging every desire.

It’s the same with Fascism.

31 War torn Europe

You don’t have to be a fan of Benito Mussolini to appreciate the diabolical conditions that existed during the 1920s. These

conditions caused a necessary reaction, and that reaction was Fascism.



32 To reiterate, Fascism is not National Socialism or vice versa - kind of close, but no cigar.

33 The conditions which preceded the rise of Fascism, the epilogue to WWI, included shell shock. Equally true for friends

and families, for the burden of caring and comforting returning servicemen fell to them.

34 A new type of warfare, the scientific establishment arrayed WWI with planes, tanks, flamethrowers, poison gasses,

machine guns and other weapons of destruction.

The war that should have ended all wars, except to those who are aware, war is a racket.

35 Europe’s finest men, the best of the best, never returned home. Every single member of France’s version of West Point,

Saint-Cyr, never did.

As tragic as all of that is, other more persistent maladies took an enormous toll.

36 State coffers drain, poverty multiplies, physical and mental health break, morals decay and pre-existing values mean less

than when the first shot was fired.

Confidence shot, Europe was in a state of turmoil.

37 As Mussolini made clear, the war atomized the population. Liberalism ran rampant, Jewish groups ran interference by

playing a key role in exporting violent revolution and the Soviet Union, financed and supported by American money, loomed

like a red sun on the horizon.

38 Distill it all down: a broken people encircled by communist aggression and you have Fascism cast on this basis.

39 What is Fascism?

There are many forms of Fascism but the most critiqued rendering is Italy’s Fascism under Benito Mussolini.

Below are a few passages from the ‘Doctrines of Fascism:’

40 The keystone of the Fascist doctrine is its conception of the State, of its essence, its functions, and its aims. For Fascism

the State is absolute, individuals and groups relative. Individuals and groups are admissible in so far as they come within the

State.

41 The Fascist State organizes the nation, but it leaves the individual adequate elbow room. It has curtailed useless or

harmful liberties while preserving those which are essential. In such matters the individual cannot be the judge, but the State

only.

42 Fascism, in short, is not only a law-giver and a founder of institutions, but an educator and a promoter of spiritual life. It

aims at refashioning not only the forms of life but their content - man, his character, and his faith.



43 The Fascist accepts and loves life; he rejects and despises suicide as cowardly. Life as he understands it means duty,

elevation, conquest; life must be lofty and full, it must be lived for oneself but above all for others, both near-by and far off,

present and future.

44 Fascism is definitely and absolutely opposed to the doctrines of liberalism, both in the political and the economic sphere.

45 The Fascist negation of socialism, democracy, liberalism, should not, however, be interpreted as implying a desire to

drive the world backwards to positions occupied prior to 1789, a year commonly referred to as that which opened the

demo-liberal century.

46 History does not travel backwards. The Fascist doctrine has not taken De Maistre as its prophet. Monarchical absolutism

is of the past, and so is ecclesiolatry. Dead and done for are feudal privileges and the division of society into closed,

uncommunicating castes.

47 Neither has the Fascist conception of authority anything in common with that of a police ridden State.

48 A party governing a nation ‘totalitarianly’ is a new departure in history. There are no points of reference nor of

comparison. From beneath the ruins of liberal, socialist, and democratic doctrines, Fascism extracts those elements which

are still vital.

49 It preserves what may be described as ‘the acquired facts’ of history; it rejects all else.

End quote

50 This is all by way of saying, according to Mussolini, that Fascism is unlike any doctrine which came before it. Still,

naysayers try comparing it to Rome or Caesarism.

The State rules over all.

51 What is the State?

According to Mussolini again, it is essentially the mobilization of the nation.

Hegel called it the ‘constitution’ but contextually this definition is rather unwieldy.

52 The nation is the creation of the State; in other words, Mussolini put the State, which is the cultural and spiritual

foundation, above the nation. Nations are meaningless without the state.

53 Dr E.L. Jones (a former lecturer of mine), in chapter 7 of ‘The European Miracle’ simply referred to them as

‘Nation-states’ - the middle ground.

‘It is a purely European form which has been exported to parts of the world that had hitherto known only tribalism.’



54 Critiquing Mussolini

No one is immune from criticism and certainly not Mussolini. The State must have an explanation behind it, and Mussolini’s

go to phrase ‘spirit of the people’ leaves much to be desired.

55 Mussolini found it difficult to pin down a precise definition of the State, and as a non-believer in racial origins, he could not

bring himself to postulate that nationalism is foundationally shared ethnic interests.

56 As a modernist and a secularist, Mussolini believed the nation to be artificial. The problem is that ‘Il Duce’ did a poor job

of explaining it.

Neither ethnicity nor spirit makes a nation great, for safeguards to protect workers, businesses, contracts and borders are

needed.

57 Can we rescue Mussolini? Yes. In that the Soviet Union is searching new areas to exploit and the economy is collapsing

and without a robust army and strong leadership to protect it, no nation can exist.

58 Other forms of Fascism

In modern times, corporations are far more powerful than the State. Given that corporations are now classified as corporate

persons they are protected by laws which they sponsored.

Not a bad deal if you have unlimited money.

59 When corporations are this powerful and, to all intents and purposes, govern the State, this, ipso facto, is not Fascism

and never has been.

It’s Jewish corporatism.

60 People are not being censored by the State they are being censored by powerful and ubiquitous corporations:

Amazon, Google, Apple and Facebook.

And of course by free speech advocates, for Jews only.

61 In Mussolini’s day corporations did not have anywhere near as much power as they do now, and if you go all the way

back to Adam Smith (‘THE WEALTH OF NATIONS’), the notion of a joint stock corporation hardly rated a mention.

62 Small family businesses existed as the engines of economic growth. In modern times, and especially as of 2020 they, for

nefarious purposes, are being destroyed. That is so the corporations mentioned above can aggregate even more power.

63 When you have no control over decision-making and separate the ownership of capital from the actual functioning of

capital - AND THIS CAPITAL CAN BE BORROWED AT 0% - economies and societies must ultimately fail.



64 Gottfried Feder

‘Thus no true socialism will bring any blessing to humanity as long as the profits from public enterprises remain tributary to

big loan-capital.’

A great theorist of Fascism, Feder believed profiteering was wrong and the economy exists to fulfill demand only.

65 Usury rules the world, debt becomes inflation and when it becomes a runaway train it obliterates currencies and with

these wages and savings.

66 As the common man is expertly fleeced, ‘the banker’s power and wealth comes not from work but the effortless and

infinite multiplication of wealth created by interest.’

67 Using the Rule of 72, anything that grows at a rate of 10% will double after 7.2 years. This is how the 0.1% will

eventually, if allowed, own the entire world.

68 The State, according to Feder, is absolutely essential because it must be more powerful than capital. In a capitalist

system, usury, as E. Michael Jones submits, is sponsored by the State.

69 Usury is derived from the Medieval Latin term ‘usuria,’ which means ‘interest’ or ‘excessive interest,’ and originally meant

charging a fee for the use of money.

70 ‘Few practices have been so universally abhorred as usury. Through the ages, usury has been condemned by prophets,

priests, philosophers, and poets of all nations. It has often been regarded as one of the vilest of crimes.’

https://t.co/1Dhh453usV

71 In the Justinian Code, ‘excessive interest’ was outlawed. Pope Leo I decreed in 443 a general prohibition on taking

interest and secular legislation fell in line with Canon Law - and punishment threatened as Roman police ordinances for the

years 1500, 1530, and 1577, show.

72 Despite the Canon Law which applied to Christians between the 11th and 17th centuries, that is the charging of interest,

they did not apply to Jews. Thus, Jews accumulated enormous sums of money and in return for cheap loans, princely

favors.

73 Feder may well have been writing in 2020, not 1923.

Germany, of course, suffered the same horrendous conditions as a result of the Great War and Weimarism.

The State HAD to be more powerful than capital as the principal owners of that capital were international Jews.

74 Gabriele D’Annunzio

He may not have described himself one, but in many circles D’Annunzio is hailed as a founding figure of Fascism.

https://t.co/1Dhh453usV


75 D’Annunzio mentored Mussolini and the constitution of Fiume stands as a preeminent document of Fascism. Like

Gentile, he slightly changed his views about the optimal role of the State whereas Mussolini held steadfast in his views.

76 The constitution established a corporatist state, with nine corporations to represent the different sectors of the economy

(workers, employers, professionals), and a tenth to represent the ‘superior’ human beings (heroes, poets, prophets,

supermen).

77 These ‘corporations’ centered round Fiume (now Rijeka in Croatia) differ enormously from joint stock corporations.

78 This ignorance results in the relentless abuse of Fascism because what Fascism means trickles down from greater fools.

79 Hegel described them as syndical corporations (or guilds) in ‘PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT.’ National Socialism in Germany

emerged from this conception.

80 Each one of these guilds is self-governing, putting paid to the lie that Fascism is a combination of corporate and

government power.

Mussolini never said that either.

81 Under Mussolini, the State has entire control of these guilds but that was not how D’Annunzio approached the

conundrum.

The State guaranteed basic rights, free debate, healthcare, education and a living wage.

82 Yet it also deemed property as ‘social’ – with the exception of workers and gifted artisans. Rights to any property or land

were lost if they remained idle. The factors of production were either put to good use or reallocated.

83 In summary, if you lived off income deemed to have come not from labor or talent, then you were considered a parasite

and removed from citizenship.

A citizen had to assist in building and maintaining the State, which is how independent societies are built.

84 This is in stark contrast to Social Democracy which, as Feder claims, is doomed as it is ‘based on Marxist ideology,’ it

does not ‘recognize the radical difference between industrial capital and loan-capital.’

85 ‘Social-Democratic government, as a moderate application of Marxism that fails, paves the way for Communism.’

Restated, a capitalist society immersed in liberalism sows the seeds of its destruction.

Marx said capital is revolutionary.

Marx knew who owned the capital.



86 In section 4 of the constitution, no distinction exists in terms of race or religion and the sexes are considered equal - a far

cry from what this all means today, but rather progressive for an ideology which is shouted down as sexist.

87 Guilds maintain standards, set market entry, connect labor to the state, a bottom-up approach. Hegel wrote specifically

about conducting business in this fashion.

It had to be done this way in order to bypass capital, all-manipulating and all-powerful.

88 Mussolini’s top-down approach, which also shunned greedy capitalists, can be understood from the perspectives alluded

to earlier. For Mussolini, this was simply how the State expressed itself.

89 Oswald Mosley

In ‘FASCISM FOR THE MILLION’ Mosley’s opening paragraph reads:

This is the Golden Rule of Fascism: All problems must be approached with the aim of putting the interests of BRITAIN

FIRST.

Mosley went on to say:

90 After Britain, we put the interests of the Empire. Where there is a conflict of interest, whatever is best for the British

people must prevail. All sectional interests must be subordinated to the national interest; no one section must use its power

for its own selfish purpose.

91 The Fascist State in Britain will come into existence in an orderly, legal, and constitutional manner.

The British Union of Fascists will attain power through the present electoral machine.

92 Only when the people of Britain have, by a majority poll, declared their enthusiastic assent, will the British Union of

Fascists commence the task of creating a Greater Britain.

93 We do not contemplate marching down Whitehall and seizing authority by force of arms, or forcibly turning members of

Parliament out of their seats.

94 We wear uniforms but we are unarmed and will continue to be unarmed, for we desire to win our victory at the ballot box.

If we do not, then we remain out of effective politics.

End quote

95 Again a far cry from the violent and underhanded measures adopted by the Red Army and modern variants, ANTIFA,

BLM and the Democratic Party, for the express purposes of toppling governments.

96 Fascists and Bolshevists stand as a breed apart: one desires to strip away the oligarchy whilst the other is paid by the

oligarchy to consolidate its immense power.



97 As Mosley and his followers knew, Jews and the oligarchy cannot abide Fascism:

‘Jews will be compelled by Fascism to cease applying their low code of morality to the commercial, financial and social life of

the country.’

A running theme in Fascism and world history

98 Germany and Italy suffered similar problems, for the host was attacked and consumed by a devilish force. The Jewish

mentality in Feder’s work is that nothing exists beyond money. Their god is Mammon.

99 The power of the 0.1% is overwhelming. It filters from the creation of money down to the banks, politics, judiciary, media,

entertainment, science, culture and fashion.

Governments neither print money nor control the economy.

The 0.1% does.

100 A former Minister in the pre-war Labour Government, Mosley, seeing it first hand, condemned ‘financial democracy’ for

imposing austerity measures on struggling Brits. He argued that the British Corporate State would empower working people

and free women to pursue their goals.

101 Fascism will mean peace

‘Wars, it is said, are caused by nationalism, that is, love of country. This is an illusion. Wars, in nearly every instance in

modern times, have been caused by economic factors and the exploitation of the national spirit to further individual ends.’

102 To summarize, Mosley argues that Fascism is for the millions. It is not for the millionaires or billionaires that profit from

wars and bleed our nations dry.

103 Fascism in today’s world

No matter what you may think, none of these manifestations of Fascism speak to gross injustices. Unlike Marx and Lenin,

none of these theorists ever declared that rivers of blood were essential to the advancement of the cause.

104 If the vast majority of people are struggling to pay their bills, struggling to educate their children while keeping them safe

from drag queens and gender reassignment, struggling because inflation and debt are destroying their wages and savings,

then a new system is needed.

105 There is a system which rectifies these injustices. With the exception of National Socialism, Fascism was the most open

and purest form of the will of the common people.

With the 2020s fast resembling the 1920s, the Fascist time bomb is ticking.

Ends
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